LOOK CLOSELY
Make Any Writing More Interesting
by Finding and Using the Right Details
Text and Photographs by Stephen W. Brock
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overview
Want to make your writing or your art more interesting,
distinctive and memorable? Try this little secret: Add
details. But not just any details. Selective details. Ones
that add depth and layers to your work and make it
easier for your audiences to imagine the scene.
As Steven Pinker points out in his book, The Sense of
Style, which sentence can you mentally picture (and
thus likely retain) better?
“The set fell on the floor” or “The ivory chess set fell on the
floor."
Only two words differentiate the two sentences, yet the
second sentence is far more concrete. You can mentally
see the ivory chess set more clearly because of the
added details.
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how it works
Details are your friends. But how do you make
their acquaintance without them overwhelming
you? Travel can help. When we go someplace new,
the details stand out more since they are less
familiar. If we journey with our eyes open and
record what we see, we can then bring back these
small treasures to our studios for use in our work.
Anyone can do this, but it helps to know some
shortcuts on how to capture the right details.
A true gem came from a novelist who described
traveling to a city where a scene for his next book
would take place. Instead of taking notes on the
whole city, he found a single interesting street
corner and documented that thoroughly. He then
had some great details he could throw into his
descriptions that provided authenticity and made
the scene more compelling.

LEARN FROM THE MASTER

The novelist's technique is so helpful because he only captured selective details. He didn't
go to multiple neighborhoods. Just one or two. You can do the same.
The above drawing by that 19th century master of the form, Jean Auguste Dominique
Ingres, represents this concept of selective details well. Notice how exquisitely rendered
are the faces but the clothing and especially the background are mere sketches. So it is for
you: Capture and then present a few details well and the rest of your descriptions can be
more general. Now let's look at how to capture those details and then some questions to
ask yourself to make sure you're seeing them well.

CAPTURING THE DETAILS
Use whatever means works for you to record the details. Here are some common choices:

Sketch it

Record it

Shoot it

video it

write it

Sketching or
painting forces
you to slow
down and pay
better attention
and notice the
relationships
between the
components of
a scene.

Dictate your
observations on
your phone or
voice recorder.
Include
punctuation
comments like
“period" so you
can use a voice
recognition
software later
for transcripts.

Start with the
big picture.
Capture a 360
degree view
first, then
photograph the
details like
signs, textures,
menus,
windows and
people.

Use the same
approach as
with photos, but
with video,
capture ambient
sounds or your
own comments
as you film to
remind you of
what you’re
thinking and
feeling at the
time.

Nothing beats
detailed notes.
You can write or
type what you
see, what you
feel, what
associations you
have, etc. It
takes more time,
but you're
processing as
you write.

CAPTURING THE DETAILS
Here are some additional thoughts on documenting the details

MAKE IT A COMBO
In reality, the best approach may be a combination. For example, you can
photograph the scene then jot down additional notes.

LEVERAGE YOUR PHONE
With a smart phone, you have in one place a voice recorder, video camera and still
camera along with the ability to, in many cases, capture your GPS coordinates and
even the weather at the moment.

USE EVERNOTE AS A JOURNAL
Apps like Evernote, One Note or Day One allow you to not only capture and keep all
this information in one location, but to tag and categorize it as well.

COLLECT NOW, CONFIRM LATER
Gather as much information as you can on your trip. Use your camera to start with the
big picture and work towards the details as explained on the next pages. When you
return use Google Earth and Maps to double check on street names, how places
relate to each other or to help with general descriptions of the locations.

HERE'S HOW TO CAPTURE
DETAILS IN FIVE EASY STEPS

STEP ONE
START WITH THE BIG PICTURE

THE BIG PICTURE
The example above of Lucca, Italy isn't a
full 360 degree panorama (which many
cameras and phones can now take), but it
does capture the overall square. The
street scene from Williamsburg, Virginia
to the right provides a sense of the
outside of the buildings. Your main goal in
Step One is to provide context for more
detailed shots or notes that follow.

STEP TWO
MOVE FROM OUTSIDE TO IN

MOVE IN CLOSER
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STEP THREE
LOOK ALL AROUND

LOOK AROUND YOU
Some of the most interesting details (such
as the lengths of hair behind the wig maker
(right) may be behind, above or below you.
Look in all directions. In the weaver's work
area in Peru, this clump of raw wool (below)
rested on the ground as did the cat watching
the ceramic dog in Germany (below right).
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STEP FOUR
GET UP CLOSE

GET EVEN CLOSER
Close-up shots of details such as the braids
(below) or the dyeing process (right) can
make all the difference in your writing or your
photography. In both cases, you tell a more
interesting story when you get up close.

STEP FIVE
GET REMINDERS

CAPTURE REMINDERS
The interesting sign in Williamsburg (right) or the
crushed berry used for dye in Chincero (below)
make notable reminders, almost symbols, of the
scene and experience. Get pictures of street signs,
window signs and others to help you remember
the names and specifics of places.

FIND THE RIGHT SPOT THEN

ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

What made you
choose this
location?

Does it match a scene
in your writing? Is
there some plot twist
that could use this?

Is there
something that
simply calls out to
you personally?
What? Why?

ASK YOURSELF THESE

QUESTIONS
WHEN YOU ARRIVE ON SITE

Is this place
famous? Or
conversely, is it
unknown so it
seems fresher?

Look around: What
is in front, to the
sides, behind, below
and above you?

What is the
predominant
color?
Temperature?
Texture? Sound?
Smell?

What are you feeling right now? What
emotions does this place evoke in you?
For your characters? In regards to your
project overall?

What time of day is
it? What season?
Where are the
shadows? Are they
long or short?

ASK YOURSELF THESE

QUESTIONS
AS YOU OBSERVE THE SCENE AROUND YOU

What are five things
you see (that stand
out), hear, smell, feel
and, if possible, taste?

What are 10 details that seem interesting? These
could be road materials; building or store signs;
interesting doors, windows or displays; the faces,
outfits, gestures or attitudes of the people around
you; sounds or smells or textures or colors.

What would your
character(s)
notice most? See
it from their
perspective.

What visual highlights stand
out? Any anomalies like an
old building in a new
neighborhood or no one on
the streets at midday?

How many people
are around you?
What are they
doing? Are they
locals or tourists?

ASK YOURSELF THESE

QUESTIONS
AS YOU CONSIDER THE SCENE AROUND YOU

How old is the
place? How do
you know? What
clues are there to
its age?

What are the signs of
life here? People,
animals, plants and
trees? What kind?
Describe them.

What metaphors
does this place
evoke? What else
does it remind
you of?

These questions will get you started.
Now consider asking your own.
Writing a mystery? Where might you
look for an intriguing murder
weapon? Writing a romance? Find the
perfect cafe and capture its sights,
sounds and smells.
Anything can be fascinating when you
pay attention to it. And if it captivates
you, it will likely be interesting to your
readers or viewers as well.

AND NOW IT'S

YOUR
TURN
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FINAL THOUGHTS
If you have the time on site, write a paragraph
description of the place just to test it out. You
may find other details you missed with your
checklist when you write a sample scene using
your characters or even using you as a character
in this place. It is hard to recreate details later.
So the more you capture now, the better your
work will be later.
And most of all, have fun. If you practice this a
few times, you’ll realize it’s not just a better way
to write, it’s a better way to travel. You
experience the place more fully when you pay
better attention to the details.

For additional tools, tips and
resources to help you explore the
world around you and the world
within you, visit
StephenWBrock.com
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